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Football makes history: team finishes season ranked
Conner Van Hulzen -- Staff Writer

On a frigid Saturday, the Dordt Defenders (73) traveled across the Missouri River and took
down the Midland Warriors (7-4) to finish third
overall in the GPAC standings and earn their
first-ever Top 25 ranking in the NAIA.
The temperature at kickoff hovered around a
balmy 32 degrees, with wind gusts making it
seem even colder. Twenty mile per hour winds
blew across the field almost the entire game,
making the passing game a struggle for both
teams.
A first-drive touchdown, courtesy of a 3-yard
run by senior Keithen Drury followed by a
missed extra point, put Dordt ahead 6-0 in the
first quarter. That touchdown would be the only
points scored by either team in a first quarter
where each offense struggled to find ways to
gain any kind of significant yardage.
The second quarter got off to a fast start,
with sophomore linebacker Jordan Weiland
intercepting a tipped pass and returning it 30
yards for a touchdown, giving the Defenders
a 13-0 lead. This was the first of three
interceptions for Dordt’s defense, with two
clutch interceptions coming later in the game.
The Warriors came back immediately

following the interception and had an efficient
drive that ended in a touchdown and extra point,
cutting the Defenders’ lead to only six. Shortly
before halftime, the Warriors got the ball back
and, after a personal foul penalty against Dordt,
Midland was in a great position to go into
halftime with a smaller deficit or even a lead.
Sophomore cornerback Nathan Kabongo had
other plans. On a deep pass, an inaccurate throw
by Midland’s quarterback gave Kabongo and
opportunity to jump, catch and toe tap along the
sideline before going out of bounds.
“I was just making sure to catch the ball and
stay inbounds,” Kabongo said. “I was hoping to
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try and get a return, but he threw it right on the
sideline which made it difficult.”
Though Dordt didn’t manage to grab any
points off the turnover, the interception helped
give the Defenders momentum, heading into
halftime with a lead of 13-7. During the break,
players and coaches made sure to enjoy the
heated locker room for as long as they could
before heading back out into the cold, wintry
weather.
The second half saw scoring early and often,
with Midland scoring a touchdown on their first
drive, giving the game its first lead change, with
the Warriors now leading 14-13.

Dordt made sure to answer back quickly with
an efficient drive of their own, which included
a connection between junior wide receiver
Jake Dodge and senior quarterback Brock
Lamle that gained 32 yards. The drive finished
with a 1-yard rushing touchdown on behalf of
junior Levi Schoonhoven. A failed two-point
conversion meant the Defenders now led 20-13
in the third quarter.
The Defenders scored once again after a stalled
Midland drive, this time on a 23-yard pass from
Lamle to sophomore receiver Levi Jungling.
Lamle ran into the end zone to complete the
two-point conversion, and suddenly Dordt was
ahead by two scores, 27-14.
Midland would score once more before the
fourth quarter, closing the deficit to 27-21 in
favor of Dordt.
The fourth quarter of the game turned out
to be some of the most intense and stressful
football of the entire season. The crowd, who
had been quiet for most of the game, started to
forget about the cold and began to watch with
bated breath as Dordt competed to finish with
their best-ever result in the GPAC.
Both teams traded ineffective drives until,
with nearly a minute left in the game, Dordt s
Continued on page 6

What’s in a name: 400 years Zen and the art of the allafter the Synod of Dort
nighter
Emma Stoltzfus -- Staff Writer

The move from Dordt College to Dordt
University is not the first time the school has
rebranded.
Previously known as Midwest Christian Junior
College, Dordt renamed itself as an homage to
the historic Synod of Dort, which celebrated its
400-year anniversary on Nov. 13.
The synod took place in 1618-1619 in
Dordrecht, Netherlands, and produced the
Canons of Dort in response to a theological
and political conflict over points raised by
Arminianism.
Dordt College is taking part in several events
to celebrate the anniversary of its namesake.
President Eric and Barbara Hoekstra attended
several days of ceremonies in Dordrecht on an
invitation to mark the start of the Synod of Dort.
Eric Hoekstra, via Twitter, stated he
considered a highlight of his trip to be receiving
a 1637 edition StatenBijbel (States Bible) for
the Dordt archives.
The Synod of Dort requested the state to
commission the StatenBijbel as the first
translation of the Bible directly from the original
Hebrew to Dutch. King Alexander-Willem of
the Netherlands took part in the ceremonies by
reading Scripture aloud from the States Bible.
During their trip, the president and his wife
met the U.S. ambassador to the Netherlands,
also named Hoekstra.
Dianne De Wit, Dordt’s Signature and
Regional Events Coordinator, helps plan
various events each year, a few of which
include Defender Days, class reunions, and the
graduation reception.
This school year, that list also includes a
large trip across Europe and the Netherlands to
celebrate the conclusion of the Synod in May.

A pamphlet for the trip describes it as “oneof-a-kind.” A Dordt choir composed of alumni
and current students will be performing at the
closing ceremony as part of their tour.
“The interesting thing about this celebration,”
De Wit said, commenting on visits of
representatives from the Netherlands over the
years, “is that the value for the Dutch people is
cultural and historical, not theological. Not at
all. And they find this very quaint that we hold
onto religious values.”
The Netherlands is one of the least religious
countries in Europe with 67 percent of the
population claiming no religious affiliation,
according to a 2017 World Atlas summary. The
majority of those claiming to be religious are
Roman Catholic.
For Dordt College, De Witt describes the
Synod of Dort as foundational to its mission due
to its focus on Scripture and its affiliation with
the Christian Reformed Church.
“That’s what’s in a name, that’s what happened
at the Synod of Dort.”
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Harrison Burns -- Staff Writer

Perhaps no activity brings together the good
and the bad of the college experience better than
the “All-Nighter.”
An All-Nighter describes the act of staying up
through the night, awake and alive in body, if
not in soul, reaping the harvest of the semester’s
procrastination. In light of the final weeks of
the semester approaching (when the rate of AllNighters spike), it seems appropriate to reflect
and maybe advise on the All-Nighter process
for the uninitiated, or even provide the initiated
with some commiseration.
I confess to having some experience on this
subject, after participating in many All-Nighters
over the course of the semester here at Dordt.
With the counsel of many experts (read: other
students) and drawing on my own knowledge,
the following stages were constructed as a
general guide describing what any reader can
expect if they attempt an All-Nighter in the
future.
Stage 1- Planning. This can occur theday-of or a week before, but it begins at that
excruciating moment when you realize you are
going to pull an All-Nighter. You plan the time,
find the location and buy the snacks.
Stage 2- Initial Enthusiasm. You’ve had
dinner, said your goodbyes to friends, sat down
and begun the process. The 15-page paper,
the presentation, the dragon that needs to be
slain. And you’re feeling good. Excited even.
Full speed ahead, you’re chasing that horizon,
invigorated with the thought that this beast of an
assignment will be accomplished by tomorrow.
Stage 3- Dread. It’s about 11:00 p.m. and
reality hits. You really are here all night and it’s
only just begun. You’ve made progress, but a
chill goes down your spine when you realize

how much you’ve got left. Even worse, you
already feel fatigued.
Stage 4- Shock. It’s past midnight. Your
friends are asleep and you should be, too.
Your palms are cold and clammy and you keep
nervously gulping down the caffeinated drink.
Stage 5- Pit Stop. It’s 2 a.m. and you’re tired,
very tired. Your eyes are blinking rapidly at the
laptop and you begin noticing pauses in your
work, sometimes for 5 minutes, wherein you’ve
done nothing but stare at the harsh florescent
screen. You shake yourself, frightened at the
sudden drop in productivity and slap yourself
back to life (figuratively or literally). You play
your pump-up song and pop open a bag of
Doritos. You cannot fail now.
Stage 6- Confusion. You no longer need to
read Alice in Wonderland- you’ve fallen down
the rabbit hole yourself. You think it’s almost
3:00 a.m. but you’re not quite… you think you
should go back to the vending machine, get
some more food. Time is now an illusion. The
pump-up song has been on loop for the past
half hour. You start asking yourself questions:
“Why do I do this to myself?” “Why isn’t this
assignment done yet?” “Why do I want to take
a little nibble out of the moon?”
Stage 7- Rabid Energy. The night has lurched
you out of the haze with pure adrenaline and it’s
only 3:30 a.m. Just 3:30! You can do anything,
you’ve never felt better, this assignment is a
breeze. You might just be a genius.
Stage 8- Despair. The previous phase only
lasted 10 minutes. And you’ve crashed. Hard.
Rock bottom. You can’t think, you just want to
crawl into the fetal position and sleep.
Stage 9- Limbo. It’s 4 a.m. and you are writing
almost unconsciously now. The world has
stopped revolving and your body is numb. No
Continued on page 4
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Dordt’s deconstruction before construction

Evangeline Colarossi -- Staff Writer
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Over the past month, Dordt’s logo has not
been the only thing to change, as new additions
are in the works.
A building rises just south of campus while a
pit continues to be dug in front of the science
building. It is no longer a surprise to have
class interrupted by the banging sounds a
construction site produces, and students have
grown accustomed to the temporarily rerouted

sidewalks.
The construction of what will be a new
theatre building and eventually a pro-tech
department began on Oct. 1, but did not affect
many students, as it lies behind the engineering
department.
On Oct. 29, life was disrupted a bit more when
construction in the front of the science building
began. Students received an email from Dordt’s
Vice President and Chief Administrative
Officer, Howard Wilson, warning them to
beware when walking or boarding to classes
as many sidewalks would soon be torn apart
during construction.
The Gloria Zylstra Nursing Center is an
11,500 square foot addition and renovation to
the science building. This department will be
the main education facility for nursing majors.
It will include seven hospital beds and have a
hospital-like set up so students can interact in a
working scenario. Several simulators will also
be integrated into classes. These simulators can
display a large variety of symptoms and health
problems so the students can study them when
identifying how to handle the situation.
“With a simulator, you can give a heart attack
every five minutes and you can give different
types of heart attacks,” said Howard Wilson.
“This shows to be more proficient for teaching

students,” as they can be shown a larger variety
of scenarios they might encounter, rather
than having to wait on a patient with various
symptoms or health issues. By July 2019, the
building should be completed and ready for use.
What is currently the New World Theatre
and Scene Shop will be moved to the building
south of the engineering department. A 60-seat
classroom will replace the Theatre Arts offices.
Another addition will be a movie theatre that
seats approximately 30, allowing the digital
media students to screen their projects and other
classes to more comfortably view films.
The building is scheduled to be occupied
during the spring semester of 2019. Sophomore
Zach Sanford, who works in the Scene Shop,
knows the theatre department plans to move
everything over spring break but is not sure
what the process will look like.
“I’m super excited for it and don’t know what
to expect really,” Sanford said.
The buildings may seem permanent, but
arrangement of the departments in them are
not there to stay. The theatre department will
move south of the engineering department in
the spring, but in the next five years will likely
have a new space of its own in a Performing
Arts Center. The pro-tech department will then
occupy its previous space.

In the meantime, the pro-tech and agriculture
departments have just received a new building of
their own. The Agriculture Stewardship Center
covers 25,150 square feet and sits several miles
north of Sioux Center and the Dordt farm. The
construction for this building started in October
of 2017 and ended last month. A very wet
spring and summer delayed the construction,
but the building is officially open, and classes
will begin to use it in the spring semester.
If you are worried your tuition is going to pay
for a building you may never enter, there is no
need to be concerned.
“We fundraise for the complete cost of the
projects so that students are not affected,”
Howard Wilson said.
Another positive for students is the addition
of 35 new parking spots east of the new theatre
building.
Other small additions to the engineering
department will take place over Christmas
break. In the next 10 years, Dordt hopes to
also add about 60 million dollars’ worth of
additions to campus. This would include a new
dining commons, renovations on the B.J. Haan,
lockers at the soccer field, a residence hall
and—hopefully—even more parking spaces.

Bookstore makes the switch Voting: on paper or in person?

Jenna Stephens -- Staff Writer
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Sweatshirts, travel mugs, padfolios—
countless products lining the shelves of
Dordt’s Bookstore must be swapped out for
replacements displaying the new ‘university’
logo. The challenge to order and stock shelves
with new merchandise was met with recordbreaking sales over Defender Days, revealing
some of the challenges - and benefits - which
accompany the transition to Dordt University.
Lora DeVries, director of Bookstore Services
at Dordt, said she had a pretty good idea that
the change from college to university was a
strong possibility from nine months to a year
before the announcement was made. Although
those involved in the decision could not give
her a definite ‘yes’ or ‘no,’ the possibility of the
switch led Bookstore staff to order merchandise
which simply said ‘Dordt’ or ‘Dordt Defenders.’
Once the board finalized the official logo
design, the Bookstore faced limited turnaround
time and rushed to order merchandise before
Defender Days.
When the new products came in, staff checked
it all over and then formulated a plan for how
they would make the transition.
The Bookstore closed its doors at 5:30
p.m. on the Friday of Defender Days. At that
time, Bookstore coordinators and some temp
people began replacing the “Coming soon:
Dordt University” signs on the back wall with
merchandise featuring the new design. They
worked until about 10:30 that night to make the
switch and prepare for the surge of customers
Saturday morning. When the logo reveal event
in the Campus Center ended, they pulled black
plastic from the store’s windows to show a
display of ‘university’ gear.
The store opened its doors at 9:00 Saturday
morning. Defender Days guests flocked to the
store to purchase the new merchandise. Lines
of people ready to check-out zig-zagged across
the store.

“There literally were times when, if I had to
get to the front of the store from the back, or
the other way around, I couldn’t do it because
it was just packed full of people,” DeVries said.
Tyler Postma, a work-study student, worked
all day Saturday. He had not seen any of the new
clothes until that morning, as the Bookstore
coordinators kept them well hidden.
“There were times where I was standing at the
register, looked up, and saw at least 50 people
milling around. So lots of chatter!” Postma
said. “I think a lot of people chose to make
the Bookstore their meeting spot for the day,
because there were always clumps of people
talking.”
DeVries guessed 80 to 90 percent of the
merchandise they sold that day was ‘university’
gear. But ‘college’ merchandise also
contributed to the boost in sales as alumni came
in to purchase products with that logo before it
disappears.
“It’s always been busy with Defender Days—
we always call that kind of our ‘Christmas’—
but this year we did an extremely good amount
of sales on that day,” she said.
DeVries added it was a record-breaking day
by far, regarding both the number of customers
and total sales.
Postma considered the best part of the day to
be working with all of the store’s employees.
Working nine hours with his co-workers made
the day much more enjoyable.
“The worst part was refolding all the clothes,
especially the new clothes,” Postma said. “The
‘university’ clothes were in the back and people
were always cramped in there, so refolding was
impossible and the shelves were a mess.”
The Bookstore has not faced any major
hiccups in Dordt’s transition to a university, but
the biggest challenge has been getting all of the
products in on time. Since sales were so good,
they had to quickly re-order.
The majority of the feedback that staff has
received about the new merchandise has been
positive. But for those who graduated from
the institution while it was still a college, the
Bookstore might occasionally carry a ‘retro’
piece with the old logo.
When the Bookstore first opened, its sales
included about 90 percent books and 10 percent
other merchandise. This is no longer the case. In
the midst of the Bookstore’s shift from ‘college’
to ‘university,’ staff decided that this would also
be a good time to change the store’s name to
‘Campus Store.’
The store is making the transition to
‘university’ gradually, and staff hope that, by
the end of this school year, the majority of the
merchandise will be switched over to reflect
Dordt University.

Zach Steensma -- Staff Writer

“Remember to vote!” is a phrase frequently
uttered by well-meaning individuals during
election season. And while Tuesday, Nov. 6 was
Election Day for millions of Americans, some
voters already had their ballots turned in days,
even weeks, in advance.
At Dordt, many local and in-state students
made the trek to the Terrace View Event Center
on the south side of Sioux Center in order to
cast their votes last week.
Alternatively, out-of-state students received
absentee ballots and voted in their home
districts, counties, and states, unless they chose
to change their registration information.
Postal voting, or voting by mail, is
currently the standard in three states: Oregon,
Washington, and Colorado. In these states, all
elections are conducted by mail.
Some states have permitted postal voting
in certain races, counties, districts, and
municipalities. Still others leave it up to lower
levels of jurisdiction to decide if elections are
held by mail or if voters are given the option of
voting by mail or in-person. Often, designated
locations with ballot drop boxes are determined
and provided by the state.
Absentee voting has been in place for many
years. It provides an option for individuals who
cannot make it to polling places. It is also a way
for people to remain legal residents of their
home area and vote on issues that concern them
in their own state.
“I feel like it’s just easier than going to the
polls,” said senior Jacob Brouwer of Escondido,
California, who voted on an absentee ballot.
Supporters of mail-in voting often cite saved
costs (mainly from not having to staff polling
places) as well as higher voter turnout as some

of the benefits of postal voting.
According to a 2017 study of Colorado
elections, commissioned by the Washington
Post and conducted by Pantheon Analytics,
voter turnout increased 3.3 percent after 2014,
when the state adopted postal voting for all of
its elections.
However, it is hard to determine if the
adoption of postal voting was the sole cause of
this increase, especially since Colorado already
boasts relatively high voter turnout. In the
latest primary election, 64 percent of mail-in
ballots were returned. The study concluded that
while mail-in ballots likely “played a role” in
improved voter turnout, there was inconclusive
evidence to determine the degree to which mailin voting actually influenced this number.
Mailing in ballots is certainly easier than
travelling to a designated polling place. But
opponents see problems that exist in such a
system.
Dr. Jeff Taylor, professor of political science,
identifies two problems with mail-in voting.
The first problem is voter fraud.
“Let’s say you eliminate all in-person voting
and did strictly mail-in…it would be harder
to check that the person is who they say they
are,” Taylor said. “There are security issues that
increase.”
But there is also something else that Taylor
identifies as missing from the mail-voting
experience: community.
“I do think there’s something to be said for the
old-fashioned way,” Taylor stated. “I think to
me, the community thing is a bigger reason than
the fraud or corruption. Normally you go and
vote and you see your neighbors there. You lose
that when it becomes an individualistic process
that’s all about efficiency.”

· News·
Dordt goes to the polls
Sam Landstra -- Staff Writer

Last Tuesday, Dordt strived to get students
to the polls during a historic midterm election
year.
The 2018 midterm elections boasted some of
the biggest numbers seen in quite some time.
According to AP data, over 113 million people
were estimated to have voted, with votes still
being counted. This number not only estimates
a number 30 million higher than the 2014
midterms but also stands as the highest ever raw
vote total for a non-presidential election, in US
history. In terms of percentage, 47% of eligible
voting Americans casted their votes, up more
than 10% from 2014’s 36.7% turnout.
In the midst of this record-breaking midterm
election, Iowans turned out to vote at 59.5%, the
6th highest turnout of all fifty states as reported
by The American Election Project.
Dordt attempted to get students to the polls
with the same fervor that so many Americans
showed by offering a shuttle bus to transport
students to and from polling places. The bus
gave rides at 11:00 am and 4:00 pm. However,
although many Dordt students did vote, either
by absentee ballot or in person, only a handful
of students used the shuttle bus.
Derek Buteyn, Director of Residence Life
and driver of the 11:00 bus, said that the goal
of the bus was to make voting as accessible as
possible for Dordt students. “If transportation is
the reason why students choose not to vote then
we want to get rid of that barrier”, Buteyn said.
A specific individual who took advantage of

Dordt’s shuttle services was Tara Andersen,
a junior medical laboratory science major.
Andersen explained that although she votes
somewhat due to pressure, she recognizes
the importance of voting because of the
people in past decades who have fought for
it. Additionally, although Andersen said she
probably would have voted, whether or not the
college’s providence of the shuttle, she was
thankful to save gas by use of it.
Another defining characteristic of the 2018
midterms was high voter turnout by younger
demographics. The Center for Information and
Research on Civil Learning and Engagement at
Tufts University estimates that 31% of eligible
voters, ranging from 18 to 29 years of age,
voted, which were numbers that was not seen in
over a quarter-century.
Whether or not young voters are represented
in politics, Andersen believes they are. Citing a
passion she sees within college-age individuals
that allows their voices to be heard, Andersen
says, “We as young people are trying to figure
out who we are, and when we do we are
passionate about it… we stand up for what we
believe in”.
Elizabeth Wilterdink, a freshman computer
science major and another Dordt Shuttle rider,
echoed this sentiment. Wilterdink said that she
believes college students in general “tend to be
heard by the media more”, and are also catered
to by politicians. However, Wilterdink pointed
out that she was also unsure if Christian college
students are well represented in politics.
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Seniors host singleness panel
Garth van Donselaar -- Staff Writer

Seniors from the singleness subsection of
CORE 399 hosted a panel discussion called
“The Reservation of One” on Thursday, Nov.
8. Despite below freezing temperatures and the
first snowfall of the month, students made their
way out to SB1606 to ask questions regarding
the topic.
The panel consisted of Dordt seniors Robyn
Underwood and Matt Jacobsma, 2017 Dordt
graduate Eric Rowe, and 2004 Northwestern
alum Kristin Brouwer. Everyone on the panel is
currently single.
Initially, the panel received ten pre-screened
questions, and then the floor opened for
students to submit questions anonymously.
Questions revolved around the singleness of
panel members, outside influences of their
relationships, as well as the struggles and
benefits of being single.
“There were a lot of days where I think it
is a difficult time, but I think God calls us to
be obedient to the season and place he puts
us,” Brouwer said. Having lived in Dutch
communities her whole life, she understands the
pressure put on single people, including herself.
Brouwer has tried to leave Dutch areas, but she
recognizes God has other plans for her. “I think
part of that is in my own singleness to be able
to build community of other post-college, notmarried people,” she said. Currently, Brouwer
feels God’s calling for her is as Director of
Children’s Ministry at Trinity Reformed Church
in Orange City.

Students hosting the event hoped more
conversations would come forth about Dordt
dating culture and the idea of marriage. “My
first week here they told me I would find
my husband in my W.O.W. group,” said
Underwood, “I found that shocking.”
Underwood comes from Santa Clarita,
California, which is not a Dutch pocket like
Northwest Iowa. She finds it crazy how her
friends back home are not close to marriage
while some of her Dordt friends are already
married.
One of the event organizers, senior Kylie Van
Wyhe, said, “the church should stop pushing
marriage on people, because how often do you
hear people say ‘oh, when you’re married…’?”
A Sioux Center native, Van Wyhe has felt the
standard set by family and friends to be married.
CORE 399 made her think, “What if it’s not my
call to be married?” One idea that helped her
tackle the topic is, “If you’re not willing to be
single, you are not ready to be married.”
Underwood hoped the event would shine a
positive light onto singleness. “I want everyone
to get an idea of no matter what are age you
are, no matter what time in life you’re going
through; single, taken, complicated, that being
single is okay,” she said.
“You feel so different here when you’re
single,” said senior Courtland King, who
attended the event, “hearing people talk about it
being normal, it’s not something you hear a lot
on campus, so I think it was really cool.” King
enjoyed the event and thinks Dordt should start
conversations about other hard topics.
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Christian schools and
Christian community
Emma Stoltzfus -- Staff Writer

Each morning, Professor Jeff Taylor’s two
children hop on the same bus from Sioux Center
to their respective Christian schools in Orange
City.
In a small conservative town of nineteen
churches and a Christian college, is it necessary
to require employees to send their children to
Christian schools?
Dordt College believes so.
A small school in rural Northwest Iowa,
Dordt College holds itself to the beliefs of the
Christian Reformed Church (CRC).
Dordt’s staff handbook is a 67-page document
detailing the “policies and practices” of the
school for its employees.
According to section 8.4 of the handbook,
full-time staff of the college are required to
“demonstrate their commitment to the mission
of Dordt College by: enrolling their children,
when appropriate, in Christian day schools.” It
goes on to allow that staff may homeschool their
children, but that they would then not be eligible
for the college’s need-based scholarship—
awarded on a sliding scale by income.
Later in the same section the handbook
requires staff to be active in a Reformed
congregation approved by Dordt.
Sue Droog, Executive Manager of Human
Resources at Dordt, said that the administration
is very upfront throughout the hiring process
about Dordt’s expectations.
Taylor, the political science professor at Dordt
College, says there are both pros and cons to the
school’s requirement.
His children, a ninth grader at Unity Christian
and a fourth grader at Orange City Christian,
both make the eleven-mile drive from Sioux
Center to Orange City each day. There, they
are able to learn from teachers who have a
curriculum open about faith and can pray freely
in classrooms, which is a benefit according to
Taylor.
While Dordt is not run by the CRC itself, they
firmly associate themselves with its beliefs and
those put forth in the Canons of Dordt.
The CRC emphasizes the placement of
Christian schools and encourages parents to
educate their children in the Reformed faith, as
established in article 71 of the CRC’s booklet
The Church Order and Its Supplements.
The Canons of Dordt also promote educating

Those who organized the event were pleased
with how it went and the response they received.
Their professor, Dr. Rebekah Earnshaw, also
commended their efforts to start a conversation
about the issue.
“It’s one of the joys of seeing the seniors at
Dordt spread their wings or at least start to
spread their wings,” she said. “It’s a lovely
thing to be able to walk into the room and know
it’s in good hands.”
Earnshaw is currently in her second year at
Dordt, and this is her first time teaching CORE
399. Despite her short time in the area, Earnshaw
notices the different layers in Northwest Iowa
which all emphasize family and marriage: rural
small town, conservative Christians, and Dutch
heritage.
One of the things that led Earnshaw to wanting

the next generation on a strong foundation of
Christian theology.
Howard Wilson—Dordt’s Vice President and
Chief Administration Officer—calls the need
for Christian education Dordt’s heritage as
part of a community built by Dutch Reformed
settlers from Pella, Iowa.
“It’s part of our DNA,” he said.
Dordt College’s own education is heavily
infused with a Reformed theology. Its website
claims the college’s founding vision is to ensure
all aspects of the college “shall be permeated
with the spirit and teaching of Christianity.”
Taylor said that a possible negative aspect of
requiring staff to send their kids to Christian
schools would be a lack of cultural and ethnic
diversity.
According to the 2010 census, 13.1% of Sioux
Center’s population is Hispanic or Latino.
According to Public School Review and
Private School Review, the Sioux Center
Community School district has a minority
enrollment of 36% compared to the state
average for public schools of 22%. Sioux
Center Christian on the other hand has a
minority enrollment of 7%, compared to a state
average of 13% for private schools.
Droog said she sends her girls to Christian
schools in order to equip them to “engage the
good, the bad, and the ugly and do it well while
glorifying God.”
Besides the ability to teach from a Christian
worldview, private schools also come with a
price-tag. The average tuition cost for private
schools in Iowa is $3,729 for elementary and
$7,279 for high schools according to the Private
School Review.
“Some argue the cost is a barrier,” said Wilson
on the cost of private Christian schools, “but we
do our best.”
Dordt provides financial aid on a sliding scale
based on income for staff sending their children
to Christian schools. Aid is not offered for staff
choosing to homeschool as an alternative.
Before taking his job at Dordt College, Taylor
sent his eldest child to a public school. A graduate
of public education himself, Taylor noted that
in the absence of a requirement, some faculty
might be inclined to send their kids to the local
public school, citing the quality of Iowa public
schools and strong Christian community.
“It’s like anything else,” Taylor said, “there
are some advantages and some disadvantages.”

to teach a subsection on singleness is that “our
identity is caught up in our relationships.” She
wants students to be aware of what Jesus says
about our identity.
“Marriage is a picture of Christ and the
church, and that is beautiful,” Earnshaw said.
“And yet Christ comes and there is a value
and a dignity given to singleness so that our
satisfaction ultimately lies in God and not in
another human being. I will be married one
day, even if I am never married on this earth,
because I am looking forward to that wedding
supper of the lamb.”
Photo: The Singleness Panel Responds to
Questions from Students
(L to R) Aubrey Drake, Robyn Underwood,
Eric Rowe, Kristin Brouwer, Matt Jacobsma

Photo by Garth van Donselaar
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Pool delay due to rain
Alex Van Den Top -- Staff Writer

The construction of the newest addition to
the All Seasons Center’s outdoor pool may be
taking on a bigger splash than anticipated.
With high amounts of rainfall hitting the
Siouxland over the last several months,
construction for the new building and pools has
been tricky. The wet patterns have continued
into November, and the area is already a quarter
of an inch away from beating its average rainfall
for the month, according to rainfall patterns
and data gathered by U.S. Climate Data. This
weather could even cause the much-anticipated
opening of the pool addition to be pushed off 16
days later than expected.
Peska Construction, a general contractor out
of Sioux Falls, is handling the construction of
the addition to the All Seasons Center while
Carothers Construction from Nebraska oversees
setting up the actual pools and waterslides.
Dave Ruter, facility director of the All
Seasons Center, has been in discussion with
both construction companies and is urging them
to stay on schedule.
“[In the last meeting] …they requested an

extension on the time period of when they’re
supposed to be done,” Ruter said. “It’s actually
a formality right now because they are hoping
they can catch up. But they figured they’re
at least 16 working days behind due to the
weather.”
Ruter went on to say that it was not in the city
of Sioux Center’s interest to grant them the 16day extension, and figured they would more than
likely only grant them a 10-day extension. Ruter
indicated that both construction companies still
anticipated to get the job done before the initial
due date. He said it would be “just fine” if the
opening date got pushed from May 10, 2019, to
May 25 or 26.
Despite the deadline tension, Ruter stated that
the overall relationship the All Seasons Center
has with Peska and Carothers Construction has
been holding up well.
“Both of them have been very good to work
with,” Ruter said. “They seem like they’re very
good at what they do, want this project done
well, and they want it done on time.”
However, they have a long road ahead of
them with the weather turning cold and the wet
patterns likely to continue.

Rec center not just for students
Daniel Ebmeier -- Staff Writer
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Since the time it was built in 1997, the
Recreation Center has provided a year-round
fitness facility for both Dordt students and
community members.
The Recreation (Rec) Center accommodates
five different demographics, according to Jeff
Zomer, facility director and head coach of
women’s softball. The top priority is studentathletics, with intramural sports being second,
and students, members, and the general public
following at third.
The Rec Center is reserved from 3 p.m. to 6:30
p.m. by college athletic teams most days. This
often makes the center congested, especially
for community members who want to work out
without interfering with team practices.
Kim Van Es, a Northwestern adjunct English
professor, said certain sports teams are more
considerate than others. Some stretch on the
track when she is trying to use it. Marian Smit,
another member of the Rec Center, said it gets
crowded once the football players come.
Sharing the facilities can be a challenge.
Student-athletes come first, leaving community
members to use whatever space they can find

to work out.
If the Rec Center was not here, several
members said they would go to Snap Fitness
located on the south side of the city. Mike
Kooistra said that walking in the mall for
exercise would be another option. Either way,
she does not like walking outside in the dark.
Karlowe Moerman, a regular at the Rec
Center, said that he chose to work out at this
facility back when he was young because it was
the only place available at the time. Its familyfriendly atmosphere and the top-notch facility
were also big selling points. But the Rec Center
does have a downside.
“I’m only able to gain access between 6 a.m.
and 12 a.m. with card access,” he said, noting
that he misses 24-hour access.
Community members continue paying the
fee to use the Rec Center for various reasons,
including convenience, cost, and considerate
coaches who try to accommodate to walkers.
Although Dordt’s Rec Center faces challenges
with limited space and busy practice schedules,
it does all it can to provide a useful facility for
community members and students alike.

(cont.) all-nighter

Continued from page 1
emotion. No fatigue. No energy. Yes, you will
finish.
Stage 10- Enlightenment. It’s 5 a.m. and
the light is in sight. The darkness outside is
weakening and the assignment only needs
finishing touches. You look out the window, the
sense of accomplishment bubbling within you.
Peace and hope have returned as you ponder at
the squirrel sticking his head in the ground. You
might not know why the brown bushy rodent
is doing that, but you are glad he is. You’re
going to finish this All-Nighter and you’ve been
changed for the better because of it.
Stage 11- Surreal Aftermath. 7 a.m. No. You

are not better because of it. The sun has risen
and you digest the fact that you can walk to the
Commons for breakfast, right now. You pack up
your things and promise yourself this will never
happen again.
I still shudder when recalling my past AllNighters and yet, I also feel a strange nostalgic
affection for them. Don’t do an All-Nighter, it’s
not healthy. But if you have to, make it the best
All-Nighter you can have. Snag some food, grab
a friend, make a playlist, pray, whatever helps
ease your divorce from sleep. And whatever
you do, do not sleep the during the next day.
Good luck.

Twins’Joe Mauer retirement
announcement
Connor Van Hulzen-- Staff Writer

The Minnesota Twins’ Joe Mauer officially
announced his retirement on Friday, Nov. 9.
Mauer played for his hometown Twins for 15
seasons in an amazing career which should
one day earn him a spot in the Baseball Hall of
Fame in Cooperstown, New York.
For older Twins fans in the Twin Cities, Mauer
was the local kid whose games they all went to
see. Mauer grew up in St. Paul. He was a threesport athlete at Cretin-Derham Hall, where he
played basketball, baseball, and football. Mauer
played well enough to be drafted right out of
high school in 2001 by the Twins with the first
overall pick while also having an offer on the
table for a full-ride to Florida State University
to play quarterback for the football team.
For younger Twins fans, such as myself, Mauer
was the player that embodied everything that a
young baseball player could ever want to be. He
was the rare Twins player to make the cover of
Sports Illustrated. He was the one player who
made it into national TV commercials. And the
best part? Even though he was achieving all
kinds of things on the field and finding success
off of it, he was always that same Minnesotan—
just like any other—often simply being called
‘Joe’ by Twins fans.
Joe had lots of successful moments in his
career. Winning the 2009 American League
MVP, three batting titles, six All-Star game
appearances, five Silver Sluggers, and three
Gold Gloves are amongst his most notable stats.
One that drew the attention—and ridicule—
from Mauer’s doubters was his total of zero
playoff wins in his 15 seasons with the Twins.
In four trips to the playoffs with the Twins
during his career, Mauer and his teams went
0-10, with seven of those losses coming
across three series against the hated New York
Yankees.
Later in his career, after signing an eight year,
$184-million contract in 2010, Mauer began to
seemingly attract more and more haters. The
local sports radio station no longer referred
to Joe as “Baby Jesus,” but instead created a
segment where they tracked how long it had
been since Mauer had played in a game called,
“How Long Will Mauer Milk It?”
It’s true that Joe ended up playing in fewer
games as his career progressed, but this was
understandably caused by a concussion he
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suffered in the 2013 season. The concussion
both limited his playing ability and caused him
to change positions from catcher to first base.
The switch to first base and the somewhat
decreased production has made Mauer’s
claim at a spot in Cooperstown less valid,
but I personally believe that he should be
inducted. His stats rank favorably against the
catchers currently in the Hall of Fame and his
achievements have a special place in history.
He is the only catcher in the history of Major
League Baseball to win three batting titles, and
the only American League catcher to ever win
even one.
For a person who will forever be remembered
for his opposite-field doubles and his long career
playing for his hometown team, Joe Mauer
never changed. Though he now enters the
conversation for future Hall of Fame members,
he would be sure to play it down and give credit
to his teammates, coaches, and others, just like
any good Minnesotan would. He has been, and
always will be, one of us.

Governor visits Sioux Center
Juliana Martinez -- Staff Writer

After two years of rallies, advertisements,
and campaigning across the state of Iowa,
Governor Kim Reynolds chose Sioux Center as
her final destination the night before the general
elections. Sioux County welcomed Reynolds as
well as her running mate, Adam Gregg, a Sioux
County Native, at Dean Holding’s Classic Cars
building on Nov. 5.
Senator Randy Feenstra, a friend and
colleague of Reynolds, noted that “Sioux
County has shown that we have one of the
largest margins of turnout for Republican
candidates … we’re close to 80 percent every
election.” In other words, 80 percent of those
who vote in Sioux County will always vote for
the Republican nominee.
Reynolds was joined by a host of Republicans
from across the state, including U.S. Senator
Joni Enrst.
“People can relate to them … [Ernst and
Reynolds are] authentic, genuine people,”
said Feenstra. Overall, Feenstra believed
that the rally had a positive atmosphere and
he appreciated that there were no “negative
disparages among candidates.”
In general, people from Sioux County wanted
to see the candidates promote themselves, and
they did. Grace Lepensky, a sophomore from
Dordt College, attended the rally and noted that
it was great to see the Iowa GOP “as a whole,
and then individually, as they spoke.” Lepensky

said that the rally was a “great way of bringing
Sioux County together in politics, and not in a
mean and harsh way.” The rally felt natural and
was an opportunity for voters to “see who our
representatives are” and what they stand for.
Steve King, Iowa’s fourth district
representative in the U.S. House, also spoke at
the Monday rally in support of Reynolds. As
he spoke, one man began to shout about tariffs
and the price of corn. Although King continued
to speak through the shouting, the protestor’s
words were loud and clear: Iowa’s farmers are
not happy with Trump’s tariffs and trade war.
“I think that is a concern for some people
… but at the same time, I don’t think it’s
appropriate to bring it up at a rally like this,”
Lepensky said.
Feenstra agreed: “I fully understand … [the
tariffs] are hitting the corn and bean prices
pretty hard. There is a legitimate concern.”
However, Feenstra also noted that the best
way of getting the message across to King, and
politicians in general, is not by shouting at a
rally, but by having some civility.
Governor Reynolds was declared the victor
late Tuesday night, winning by a margin of
3 percent against her Democratic opponent,
former businessmen, Fred Hubbell.
“We were just recognized as the number
one state in the country, and you don’t get a
recognition like that if you’re not doing some
things right,” Reynolds said the night before the
election, and “we are just getting started!”
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A conversation with Kent Meyers
Erika Buiter-- Staff Writer
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Kent Meyers, author of “The Witness of
Combines,” visited the Hulst library to talk
with a group of students and community
members. Meyers, a retired professor who lives
in Spearfish, South Dakota, writes both fiction
and non-fiction, but his road to authorship was
a slow one.
Meyers began his college education as a
chemistry major, but lost his fascination in the
sciences when math and more abstract concepts
entered his chemistry classes.
“I had a crisis of education,” Meyers said. He
considered dropping out, but stuck with it and
took general education classes—including an
English course.
“[Writing] engaged my intellect and my
emotions in a way that I didn’t know was
possible,” he said.
Inspired by this new passion, Meyers changed
his major to English, graduated and completed
a master’s in English--but his road to authorship
was far from over. It wasn’t until he attended
the Great Plains Writing Conference that he
realized he could write fiction just as well as
the regional authors who attended. After the
conference, he and a few friends formed a
writing group, where Meyers could explore
writing in a safe environment.

It would be five years before Meyers published
a short story.
“We tend to believe that we learn in this nice,
level, 45-degree angle, building day by day,
and it gets more and more, and then you reach
some stage where you know,” he said. “My
experience has been that a quantum kind of
jumping thing is a more realistic way to look at
how you learn.”
After getting his first short story published,
Meyers experienced a kind of “creative leap,”
finding it easier to continue to write short stories
and essays. His non-fiction work, “The Witness
of Combines,” contains a variety of essays
centering on the death of his father, the land
that he lived on as a teenager and the close-knit
Midwestern community he was a part of.
Howard Schaap, associate professor of
English, and his Advanced Expository Writing
I class read “The Witness of Combines” in
preparation for Meyer’s visit.
“My sister gave the book to me as a present
right after I graduated college, and it so spoke
to my experiences on a farm growing up in rural
Minnesota,” Schaap said. “I’ve read very few
essays that express what it means to grow up
on a farm in this landscape like the book does.”

Dordt freshmen on Spotify
Sam Landstra -- Staff Writer
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The performances at NCDC this past
weekend showcased many talented Dordt
and Northwestern students. Among these
performers stands Noah Deist, a freshman
digital media major who writes and records
his own music. Before covering Don’t Stop
Believing for his NCDC performance, Deist
jokingly told the crowd his band forgot to show
up, but he was going to try to perform anyway.
Deist then separately played piano, drums,
bass, acoustic, and electric guitar, mixed the
instruments together using a loop machine, and
sang along to the layered track he put together
live on stage.
While he only began looping a year and a
half ago, Deist has been making music for
many years. When songwriting, Deist says
he’ll sometimes sit down with the intention
of writing a song, but other times his music is
inspired by emotional experiences. Ultimately,
Deist says he asks himself before writing any
song, “What story do I want to tell?”

Recently, Deist released Onward, a single
that follows his three song EP, Step One, put
out earlier this year. In the recording of these
projects, Deist was able to use a professional
recording studio in Sioux Falls that mixed
and mastered his tracks, which he claims was
“a really good deal.” To distribute his music,
Deist uses DistroKid, an independent digital
music distribution service that Deist says is
“perfect” for independent artists. Individuals
who subscribe to DistroKid can submit their
song, title, album artwork and other credits to
DistroKid, which then distributes the song to all
major streaming services.
While having independently made music
on Spotify and other streaming services is
something few people can boast of, a single
stream on Spotify returns only $0.006 to $0.0084
of profit to the artist. Due to this extremely low
rate, Deist has only made around $14 off his
EP thus far. Nonetheless, it is impressive to
note Step One was produced entirely by Deist,
without the help of a record deal.
Another independent music artist in the
freshman class is digital media major Gerrit Van
Dyk. Going by the artist name “Mind Of Mine,”
Van Dyk also personally writes and records all
his music, and released a single titled The Little
Things earlier this year.
Similar to Deist, Van Dyk says that for every
song he writes, the songwriting process varies.
He will either begin with a lyric and develop a
song from there, or hum a tune and put words
to it later. The most difficult part of this process,
according to Van Dyk, is finishing songs.
“Sometimes you just can’t find the right sound
to fit in a song, you don’t know what should fill
that space,” he said. “I probably go through
anywhere from 10 to 100 different instruments
and sounds before I think ‘that’s the one.’”
Deist experiences these same difficulties,
estimating that if he finished all his current
songs, he’d have two full albums of content.

In reading the book, Schaap wanted his
students to think about writing on and about the
Midwestern landscape. “The book is a mix of
narrative, more memoir-type essays and more
complex, personal essays that jump around in
time and weave in allusions and other things.
It’s a good example for developing essay
writers,” Schaap said.
Schaap’s favorite part of teaching the book
came after a student’s comment.
“A student said, ‘I didn’t know you could write
stuff like this!’ That was the kind of experience
I had with the book, and it was amazing to hear
that reaction from a student twenty years later,”
he said.
Senior psychology major Caleb Rowe
attended Meyer’s event.
“I was really impressed by Kent Meyers’
humble and engaging persona,” Rowe said.
“He gave a lot of great advice, provided several
interesting quotes and inspired laughs from
students and staff alike. He was even willing
to sign several copies of his books for students
who eagerly approached him.”
Rowe hopes Dordt will continue to bring
authors to campus. “I thoroughly enjoyed the
experience of meeting him,” he said.
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Both artists find their utlimate motivation for
music in the joy they receive from piecing a
song together that can be performed for others’
enjoyment. But that’s not all that drives the two.
Van Dyk says Mind Of Mine was born out of
spite.
“I wanted to prove to myself that this was
possible,” he said. “Everyone else can do it, I
can do it too.”
For Deist, another motivator is his desire to
put out wholesome music in a secular—and
often sinful—industry.
“I want to be the artist who is a Christian
writing secular music,” Deist said, “music
that will appeal to everyone, but has a good
foundation and heart behind it.”
In the future, Deist looks to put together a full
album, but is currently focusing on building
up a foundation by releasing more singles and
attempting to get his current songs onto curated
Spotify playlists. As for Van Dyk, he says Mind
Of Mine will be releasing a 10-song album
sometime in 2019.
Both students’ content can be found on all
major streaming platforms underneath “Noah
Deist” or “Mind Of Mine.”
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Band practice
with Baldwin
Benjamin Boersma-- Staff Writer
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Every Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
afternoon at around 4:45, the music building
gets a little louder. A couple of woodwind
players, usually clarinets or flutes, are among
the first to arrive. A few saxophones and low
reed players are next, followed by a stray brass
player. The whiteboard at the front of the room
reads, “Welcome to another fun day of Concert
Band. Get ready to WHALE!”
At 4:50, most of the remaining band members
arrive and start warming up. A scale from the
trumpet section briefly cuts through while
parts of concert music can be heard from other
sections. One of the percussionists can be seen
leaning over the timpani—a set of large round
drums—trying to tune each drum amid the
dissonance all around.
At 5 p.m., the conductor gently waves for
silence. The band warms up together to a scale,
followed by tuning. The lead tuba player starts.
One by one, the other band members join in.
Welcome to the Dordt College Concert Band.
The man directing them is composer, conductor
and professor Daniel Baldwin. He will be
leading the band until the end of the semester.
Around a quarter after five, after tuning and
some announcements about upcoming events,
the band pulls out their first piece: a musical
interpretation of Melville’s Moby Dick.
“Play your accented notes like you’re
bouncing a tennis ball,” Baldwin tells the
band before leading them into an aggressive
melody in the low brass. They play relatively
uninterrupted until about midway through the
movement. Baldwin stops the band to talk to
each section about what to expect next. He then
turns to the percussionists.
“Are you ready to play as big as the band?”
he asks them.
Senior and lead percussionist Marcus
Zevenbergen answers for all of them. “That’s
usually not a challenge.”
Everyone laughs.
They play through the rest of the movement,
paying special attention to the ending before
going on to the next movement.
Baldwin addresses the flute section. “Make
this opening the most beautiful chord I’ve heard
in my life,” he says.
It then becomes clear he’s being sarcastic. The
chord was designed to clash.
Further in, a line calls for sleigh bells. Baldwin
stops the band and asks for more from the sleigh
bells. Josh Dykstra, one of the percussionists,
gives the bells a good shake.
“More,” Baldwin tells him.
Dykstra shakes the bells harder.
“More,” Baldwin tells him.
Dykstra puts his other hand on the instrument
and shakes it harder still. Baldwin starts the
band a few measures before. The sleigh bells
can now be heard over the rest of the band.
At five minutes past six, rehearsal ends. The
band members scatter to put their instruments
away. Ten minutes later, the music building is
mostly quiet again. It will be a few days until
Captain Ahab and the white whale return to
haunt the band with their climatic battle.
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Dordt basketball teams
open season

Caleb Pollema -- Staff Writer

Temperatures falling in Northwest Iowa and
winter inching closer can mean only one thing:
It’s time to move into the gym to watch some
Defender basketball.
Both the Dordt men’s and women’s basketball
teams have begun their regular season and
conference games.
The Dordt women have begun the season
with a 5-1 record and a 1-1 record in the GPAC.
Their first loss came on Saturday against
Morningside.
The Defenders began preparations for their
season with a rigorous offseason of lifting and
a conditioning program that prepared them to
play with pace.
“We had a lifting program that we did three to
four times a week, and the days we didn’t have
a lift, we had a shooting workout we had to do,”
junior guard Payton Harmsen said. “We spent
a lot of time running and conditioning in order
to prepare for the style of play Coach Harmsen
wanted: fast.”
The Defenders’ hot start can be attributed
to their offensive successes. The team has
averaged 88 points per game in their first six
contests.
“We look to push the ball up the floor as fast
as we can in order to get a good, quick shot,”
Harmsen said. “We want to get quick stops and
quick scores so we can increase the amount of
offensive possessions we get.”
With this focus on offensive production, the

Dordt women have been off to an excellent
start, which has given them confidence as they
head into the rest of their conference slate.
The Dordt men’s basketball team has opened
their season with a 4-2 record overall and a 1-1
start in conference play.
The Defenders received their first conference
victory this past Wednesday with a comfortable
81-56 victory over the Mount Marty Lancers in
Yankton, South Dakota.
Men’s coach Brian Van Haaften was proud
of the way his players limited the Lancers
offensively.
“We did a better job of passing the ball and
played excellent defense the entire game,”
Van Haaften said. “I thought our guys did a
tremendous job on switches and I thought
our five men really played well defensively
tonight—that was really great to see.”
The defense looks to continue to improve
on an already solid start to the season. The
Defenders’ defense ranks third in the GPAC
allowing only 71.17 points per game.
“The GPAC has always been a tough
conference and each win in college is tough,
so starting strong for us is important,” junior
forward Josh Van Lingen said.
Both teams are eager for the rest of the season
as they continue to build on their positive starts.
The Defender men and women will continue
conference play at Dakota Wesleyan this
Wednesday. The women’s game begins at 6
p.m. and the men will follow at 8 p.m.

(cont.) football makes history

Continued from page 1
truck. Nathan Kabongo once again came
up clutch. Delivering an interception with
the season on the line, Kabongo guaranteed a
win—and Dordt’s best-ever finish. The Dordt
sideline and fan section went crazy, jumping up
and down and screaming as the coaches tried to
get the offense on the field to run out the rest of
the clock.
“I was just so taken aback, it was just crazy,”
Kabongo said. “When I grabbed it, the crowd
just went nuts, the sideline did too. I was just
so happy for the seniors – I really wanted to get
the win for them and I was so happy we were
able to.”
In the postgame huddle, members of the team
and coaching staff recognized all the seniors
who had just played in their final games, noting
things they had done over their years in the
program to better everyone around them. Head
Coach Joel Penner also gave a speech, saying,

Volleyball sweeps GPAC,
heads to nationals

Caleb Pollema -- Staff Writer

Athletes dream of being on a team that gets to
compete at the highest level for championships
For the Dordt women’s volleyball team, that
was once again the case on Saturday night.
The Defenders would get a shot at the GPAC
Tournament Championship against archrival
Northwestern in front of a packed house in the
DeWitt.
The goal was simple.
“Win in three,” said senior middle blocker,
Leah Kamp.
And win in three they did as Dordt would
sweep Northwestern 3-0 in front of a packed
house to be crowned the GPAC Tournament
Champions.
In the sweep, Dordt held Northwestern to
a kill efficiency of .130 and had the blocks
advantage 9-5.
“I love our blocks,” said Coach Hanson after
the match, “nine blocks in a three-set match is a
good sign for our defensive focus.”
With the victory, one chapter closes on the
careers of six Dordt seniors who played their
last game in the DeWitt in front of Defender
Nation.
“It felt surreal to compete for a final time in
DeWitt gym,” said senior outside hitter, Ema
Altena. “I would not have wanted to do it in any
other gym and I am so blessed to have been a
part of and to represent Defender Nation.”
Dordt now boasts a 27-2 record overall
with both an undefeated regular season and
conference tournament record.
The team will now turn its attention to the

“I guarantee that you will forget that last score.
I guarantee it. What you won’t forget is this
team, and the fun and the moments you guys
had together.”
The victory gave Dordt their seventh win on
the season for a final record of 7-3. This is the
best finish ever for a Dordt football team. The
win also pushed the Defenders into the Top
25 of the NAIA Coaches Poll, another first for
Dordt. The Defenders, ranked at #23, may have
missed the NAIA playoffs, but they achieved
much in this season to be proud of.
This year included a lot of history for the
football team. This season was the team’s first
season finishing above .500, the first season in
which they made the NAIA Top 25, and resulted
in the highest finish (3rd) ever in the GPAC.
Though the season is over, there is much to
be excited about in the program’s future as the
team looks forward to accomplishing many
more firsts next year.

Cross country teams to nationals
Sawyer Strelnieks -- Staff Writer
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The Dordt cross country teams will be running
at Nationals next week after completing a
dominating season of competition in the GPAC.
Both the men’s and women’s teams swept the
board at the conference meet last week with
individual and team champions on both sides,
making history in the GPAC. Having individual
and team champions for both genders from the
same school is something that has never been

accomplished before in the GPAC, until last
Saturday.
The cross country teams had only four meets
this season, making it very important that they
work hard and place high in every race in
order to make it to the conference meet. After
competing successfully, the teams have two
weeks to train for Nationals.
“The team is running the best they have all
year,” said head coach Nate Wolf. “If they can
stay healthy for another week, I anticipate them
having their strongest race of the season.”
It has not been an easy stretch for the teams,
however. With training starting in June, cross
country is a huge time and mental commitment.
Since the start of training, the men’s team has
put on 1,400 miles and the women’s team has
put on over 900 miles.
This amount of running takes a toll on the
body. Several runners have had injuries both
before and during the season. Runners usually
decrease the mileage they run before meets to
give their legs a break so that they are ready to
go when racing.
“Our mentality is to not change anything if it
has been working, and clearly it has been,” said
Sienna DeJong. “We are going to continue to be
diligent in our training and focused for a great
race at Nationals.”

The week after the conference meet, both
teams increase their mileage to stay in shape
for competing, and the week before Nationals,
everyone backs off on long runs to replenish
their bodies.
The men’s team this year has an abundance
of freshman and sophomores. Eric Steiger,
a freshman from Lynden, Washington, has
dominated out on the course this season, winning
the men’s individual 8K run at conference with
a time of 26:12.80.
“One big obstacle has been our age,” said
Chris Ellens. “Our team consists of a lot of
sophomores and freshmen, and it has been
super exciting to see the freshmen step up and
run well, and others take leadership roles on the
team.”
“It has been wonderful getting to know the
freshmen on the team,” said Sarah Wensink.
“And having everyone on the team work
together as a cohesive unit, both in practices
and at races.”
On the women’s side, Annechiena
Knevelbaard, a senior from Visalia, California,
won the women’s individual 5K with a time of
18:25.26.
The women’s team is also dominated by
underclassmen who have stepped up and
competed well in races. The women’s team has

NAIA National Tournament which begins
November 27th in Sioux City.
With over two weeks off until the tournament,
the Defenders will continue to practice in
preparation for another deep tournament run.
“We have a couple weeks until Nationals so
that is always a long, grueling couple of weeks
just practicing,” said Kamp.
With more downtime over the next two
weeks, the Defenders will continue to take
each practice as an opportunity to work on their
theme for the year.
“We focus on this theme for practices,” Altena
said, “‘what can we do today to better prepare
us for the match tomorrow’, ‘what can we do
today to better serve our teammates and set
them up for success’”.
With this in mind, excitement will continue
to build for the national tournament as the
Defenders seek to make their third consecutive
appearance in the championship match.
“As a team, we have expectations for
ourselves,” said Altena. “We’d love to get back
to the championship game again, but we realize
we need to take each day and each game as it
comes.”
With a group of seniors that have been through
the highest of highs and the lowest of lows
during there time at Dordt, their experience is
imperative as Dordt pursues a national title.
“We’ve always had these goals of winning
the GPAC tournament and winning a National
Championship,” Kamp said. “It’s been in our
minds for a while now.”
Time will tell if this final goal becomes a
reality.

Photo by Nick Geels

consistently sent runners to Nationals the past
few years with the men also joining to compete
against many other NAIA schools around the
country.
“I think mentally we’re probably all trying
to prep ourselves for how we want to do
individually and as a team,” said Anthony
Ghiorso. “It’s difficult because for all but one of
us, it is our first time at a national cross country
meet.”
The NAIA Nationals meet will be held this
Saturday, Nov. 16, in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, with
the women racing at 10:30 a.m. and the men at
11:30 a.m.

Photo by Martina Hoogland

· Arts & Entertainment·
NCDC semifinals bring the
heat amidst the cold weather
Danielle Schultz -- Staff Writer

The sudden drop in November temperatures
ushered Dordt and Northwestern students alike
into the B.J. Haan Auditorium Saturday Night
for the 2018-2019 NCDC Semifinals, where
six groups from both Dordt and Northwestern
would compete to move on to the NCDC Finals.
Students were greeted by colorful strobe
lights, lighted balloons and loud music as they
entered the chapel. A variety of instruments
stood waiting on the otherwise empty stage
in anticipation for the live music, and neon
purple and teal lights backlit the NCDC letters.
To complete the look, more small lights hung
from the ceiling above the stage, along with a
spinning, silver disco ball.
“These light bulbs and decorations make me
excited,” Dordt exchange student Yuji Seo said.
The judges’ chairs at the front of the chapel
sat empty as Northwestern students seamlessly
mixed with Dordt students in the pews. Apart
from some people sporting red or gold gear for
their respective schools, it was impossible to
distinguish the students from one another.
The dull roar of the crowd quieted as the
introduction video started, starring emcees
Blake Herrema and Ben Tiemersma as they tried
to come up with good ideas on how to make a
grand entrance. Herrema and Tiemersma had
been asked by Derek Buteyn to host NCDC,
and since they had contemplated co-hosting in
the past, it had been an easy decision for them.
“Regarding the show, everything went by in
a blur. The crowd had a ton of energy and most

of our questions came off better than we were
hoping,” Herrema said.
Dordt freshman Noah Deist kicked the night
off with a live-looping of Journey’s “Don’t
Stop Believin,’” which he believed would set
him apart from the other contestants in a way
different from singing.
“I just picked a song I knew a lot of people
would know and that I could jam to,” Deist said.
After each performance, the two judges gave
their opinions, with a few critiques here and
there, but not nearly as many as last year’s
judges gave.
“The judging left some to be desired,” Dordt
sophomore Brianna Schueller said. “There was
very little critique of anything.”
As the night continued, notable Northwestern
acts included Eda Celina’s heartfelt worship
song that effortlessly interwove both Spanish
and English lyrics, the Red Hot Chilean Peppers’
jam, and Peter Hollinger’s own original song
that dealt with body image.
“I loved the variety of musical genres that
were there,” said Dordt junior Julius Mwale.
Dordt senior Becca Groninga grabbed the
audience’s attention when she dropped some
truth as Rezin in an original rap she had been
working on since before freshmen year.
“I was inspired to write this song while
thinking about how Christians are stuck
between two worlds,” Groninga said. “We want
to be happy and live comfortably in the world,
but we are also called to be different.”
Other Dordt favorites were Mad and Big’s

Bohemian Rhapsody: music
rocks, but the story fails to hit
the mark

Joshua Meribole-- Staff Writer

“Stomp! Stomp! Clap! Stomp! Stomp! Clap!...
We will we will rock you...”
I was nine years old the first time I heard this
song and it stuck with me. Growing up, the
whole crowd would unite during sporting events
to play the beat with tapping feet and clapping
hands. I never knew the faces of the people who
sang this song until the trailer for “Bohemian
Rhapsody” popped up as a YouTube ad. It
promised to tell the story of Freddie Mercury
and the band that gave a beat to the minds of
millions. To this day, the stomping, clapping,
and guitar solo still demand me to join in and
sing along.
“Bohemian Rhapsody” gives a peek into one
of the world’s most recognizable bands and
its iconic singer, Freddie Mercury. It holds
nothing back. The music and performances
fully capture the power and presentation of the
songs. However, while the movie excels in its
music, it falls short on story delivery.
Throughout the film, we are brought into
the life of Mercury: his relationships, love for
music, and the demons that plague him—the
struggle with his sexuality, acceptance, and
loneliness. Each take a turn trying to bring him
into submission.
As Mercury battles his demons, we realize
that the life of a celebrity, although glamorous,
can be lonely.
The antagonist in the movie successfully plays
on Mercury’s insecurities but is a fairly shallow
character and seems oddly placed in the movie.
He is introduced too late and is not as strong
of a character as he could be. His obsession
with Mercury is not fully explained as he cuts
Mercury away from his family—his band.
The lack of a strong antagonist forces the
Bohemian Rhapsody redemption story to lose
its power.
There is no real rock bottom—it’s just a
bottom—making the triumph of Mercury seem
like a quick jump rather than a mountain climb.
The plot moves too quickly through the lows
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Muse disappoints, struggles to
solidify ideas
Garth Van Donselaar and Zach Steensma-- Staff

Writers

Contributed Photo
Alternative rock group Muse is known for
experimenting on their records, and Simulation
Theory is no exception. Muse started as a
straightforward, alternative rock band, and
eventually adopted a “space rock” sound
with their fourth release, Black Holes and
Revelations, which had more prominent synth
use.
This experimental trend has progressed over
the years, with operatic The Resistance, poppy
The 2nd Law, and the hard-rocking Drones.
Simulation Theory has its own flavor, drawing
heavy influence from the 80s, and driven by
synths.
Sonically, Simulation Theory sounds like
Muse tried re-writing the soundtrack to “Ready
Player One” into a pop song. To help smooth
the transition, Muse tries to borrow ideas from
previous works, such as “Propaganda” and
“Dig Down,” taking from Muse’s radio hit
“Madness.”
Different ideas collide, and despite strong
variety, the final result is an album filled with
weak tracks and no identity outside of its 80s
obsession.
Synth use is not out of the ordinary for Muse,
as it has played an integral role in some of their
past work. What isolates Simulation Theory
from the rest of Muse’s discography is a lack
of guitar and presence from drummer Dominic
Howard and bassist Chris Wolstenholme.

Muse has always been a band noted more
for their individual work as opposed to their
albums on a whole. Even on their best albums,
Black Holes and Revelations and Absolution,
weak spots exist, but so do killer tracks,
such as “Knights of Cydonia,” “Map of the
Problematique,” and “Hysteria.”
Thematically, Simulation Theory follows the
idea of living in a simulation and the need to
break out. Boiling it down, it’s typical Muse
fare: the theme of resistance.
Muse’s 2015 release, Drones, tackles the same
idea, except instead of a simulation, the concept
is being a “drone” to be controlled. Muse even
has an album called The Resistance; at this
point, it’s a trope of the group.
The lyrics carry the message in a simple
fashion. Granted, previous Muse releases also
have had problems with non-noteworthy lyrics
too. However, because there was not a forced
tongue-in-cheek theme, older lyrics had more
intrigue.
Opening Simulation Theory is “Algorithm,” a
synth heavy track that spends the first minute
and half of four on what could have been the
opening theme to a “Tron” TV show. True to
fashion, what few lyrics “Algorithm” has are
heavy-handed messages about enslavement and
rebellion.
Not everything is as thematically forced or
synth driven. “Pressure” is guitar driven and
feels lighthearted in comparison to other tracks.
It almost feels out of place on Simulation
Theory, and aside from its bouncy feel,
“Pressure” sounds like it could be a cut from
Absolution.
Other songs lack solid structure, like “Thought
Contagion,” which revolves around a theremin
and chant chorus hook. The rest of the track is
barebones, as the band couldn’t seem to come
up with an idea to compliment the hook. The
end result is a repetitive overuse of the hook.
And that’s the overall problem with Simulation
Theory: the good ideas are too few and too far
between. Muse have proven themselves capable
in the past, but in this case, they missed the
mark.
Rating: 3/10
Favorite Tracks: “Pressure,” “Blockades,”
“The Void”

Makoto Fujimura: art, culture,
and grace
Emma Stoltzfus -- Staff Writer

Contributed Photo
and highs of Mercury’s life and dwells too long
on a—admittedly well-done—final concert
scene.
Rami Malek’s acting for Mercury is
phenomenal and helps the movie in its
shortcomings of story delivery.
As we are drawn into the creation of Queen,
we see their uniqueness as artists and the power
of their music to get the crowd engaged. You
will find it difficult not to mouth the words
and drum to the beat in your theater seat. The
music is the greatest part of the film. To deliver
the music, the movie combined the voices of
Malek, Canadian Christian singer Marc Martel,
and Freddie Mercury’s original sound tracks to
bring to life the voice that drew the hearts of
millions, according to Malek in an interview
with Vanity Fair.
In “Bohemian Rhapsody,” the music takes
center stage while the story falls to stage left.

Makoto Fujimura, abstract painter and writer,
gave several presentations and a workshop
at Dordt College as part of the First Monday
Series for November.
The evening discussion with Fujimura
continued a more focused discussion on the
artist’s personal journey and the semantics of his
work. Around 70 people—professors, students,
and members of the community—attended the
talk and toured Dordt’s small gallery.
Twenty of Fujimura’s lithographs and
monoprints from his 9/11 memorial and Qu4rtet
collections line the walls inside and outside the
gallery near Eckardt Lounge.
Fujimura spoke at length about T.S. Eliot’s set
of poetry, Four Quartets. Often read during airraids in World War II England, the poems hold
special meaning for Fujimura as he described
reading them aloud in the New York subway
each day after the attacks on 9/11.
Junior Ty White, who attended the evening
discussion, said he appreciated Fujimura’s
“light through the cracks” analogy about using
broken pieces to make art. “It shows character
and a different aspect,” he said.
Qu4rtets, a set of four pieces by both Fujimura
and colleague Bruce Herman, draw inspiration
from
Eliot’s
poetry—specifically,
the
relationship between God and man. Fujimura
read a short selection to the crowd to give them

an idea of the poem.
Art professor David Versluis, who takes care
of Dordt’s rotating gallery, said he’d been aware
of Fujimura’s work for over 20 years and found
it very special to have “Mako” visit Dordt.
The next day, Nov. 6, Fujimura hosted a
Nihonga—a type of traditional Japanese
painting—workshop for Dordt art students and
members of the public.
During his talk, Fujimura spoke on his own
faith journey, recounting his time as a student in
Japan and initial refusal to label his own faith as
being Christian.
“I don’t like the word ‘Christian artist,’”
Fujimura said regarding how he portrays the
Gospel in his work. “It’s not an adjective;
‘Christian’ should be a noun. I am a Christian.
I am an artist.”

Contributed Photo
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The price is FRIGHT!

Haemi Kim -- Staff Writer

Students dressed in creative costumes filled
the Grille area on Nov. 3 for Dordt’s annual
Costume Dance. But the dance was not the only
event to attract students this year. It was joined
by the ‘Price is Fright,’ a spoof from the Price is
Right game show.
Everyone who came to the event had one
entry for a chance to play in the game, and
those who dressed up for the Costume Dance
received two additional entries to compete
for prizes. The game consisted of four rounds
total. The contestants guessed the prices for
their prizes, and whoever guessed the closest
amount played an additional game to win more
items. Those additional games included Plinko,
Yodeler, Place the Price, and the 2008 Then and
2018 Now.
After the preliminary rounds were completed,
the four winning contestants from each round,
including Benjamin Boersma, Caleb Pollema,
Caleb Schreurs, and Alyssa Kuiper, came back
up to the stage and played the final game, Spin
the Wheel. The rules where simple—the closest
ones to spin 100 or $1, had the chance to move
on to the Showcase Showdown.
Boersma and Kuiper were the two contestants
who advanced to the final Showcase Showdown.
To win the prize, they had to choose one of the
grand prizes that they hoped to win and guess
the price. In the end, Kuiper had a closer guess
than Boersma did, becoming the new owner
of Airpods. The 32-inch Roku Smart TV was
left to be drawn for later in the evening. Seth
Weirup, a senior, was the lucky man who
welcomed the TV into his arms.
Daniel Seaman, a senior, was the host for the
Price is Fright, dressed as a zombified version
of Bob Barker.
“I enjoyed putting in the time to bring my
costume together,” said Seaman. “When I was
asked to be Bob Barker and host, I knew I

wanted to do a little bit extra. I won one of the
costume prizes from last year’s dance so I was
confident that I could take this costume one step
further. Zombie seemed appropriate for such a
frightening event.”
Seaman also explained that he had never
hosted an event like this. He said that he was
frightened because of the quick-pace, but he
had lots of fun.
“The highlight of the evening was when Caleb
Pollema pulled out a win in the ‘Cliff-Hanger’
game,” said Seaman. “No one expected him to
guess the price of the Pickleball set, but when
he did, the crowd went wild.”
After the Price is Fright event was over, the
Costume Dance began. The annual costume
contest was held, giving students one more
opportunity to win prizes. The winners included
‘Cyborg Cowgirl’ for the individual contest,
‘Mario Kart’ for the group contest, and ‘Moth
and the Lamp’ for the most creative costume.
Ally Visser, the leader of Dordt Student
Activities, explained the reason behind having
an additional event during the Costume Dance.
“I really love the Costume Dance, but I was
disappointed last year that fewer people came.
The truth is, not everybody likes to dance, so
when I hear that they used to have an event
called ‘Price is Trite’ with the Costume Dance,
I was stoked!” Visser said. “It sounded like the
perfect thing to get a wider audience of people
to attend the Costume Dance.”
Visser explained that because there was lots
dancing involved in other campus events, she
wanted to “prevent ‘dance burnout’.”
Visser also said they received lots of good
feedback from students suggesting that they
host the event again next year.
“People really enjoyed Price is Fright, so I
don’t see why we wouldn’t do it again!” Visser
said. “Dordt Student Activity’s goal for events
is to create a catalyst for community, and I think
Price is Fright accomplished that.”

Dordt hosts PAS conference

Sarah Widener -- Staff Writer

The Agricultural Stewardship Center hosted
agriculture students from ten different colleges
and universities over november seventh and
eighth. These students gathered to participate
in the annual fall Iowa PAS conference. PAS
stands for Professional Agricultural Student
Organization an organization founded in 1980
with the goal of allowing students the ability
to utilize skills learned in the classroom and
network with other agricultural professionals.
16 Dordt students participated in the conference
this year.
Iowa PAS president, Ashlynn Lingle of Des
Moines Area Community College, opened the
conference with a brief overview of the history
and purpose of PAS. She highlighted upcoming
changes in the organization, explained the
format of the conference, and thanked President
Hoekstra for hosting the event.
“I want to thank you for being the first group
ever to use this newly dedicated building.”
stated Dordt President Eric Hoekstra. “People
in ag are special because they are the ones that
fulfill on God’s behalf the prayer, ‘Give us this
day our daily bread’” Following his student
welcome, president Hoekstra prayed for the
conference and the students.
Students than participated in state officer
lead mixers where they were able to meet
students from all over Iowa. Next, keynote
speaker, Brian Hefty of PHD Ag, spoke on

agriculture advocacy and issues. “We are part
of the one percent of those in the US that
are involved in agriculture and sometimes
it feel like are fighting the other ninety-nine
percent.”explained Hefty. Hefty went on to state
that the best way to clarify misconceptions in
the often confusing field of agriculture is to tell
stories that make people think of issues in new
ways. “When you read the Bible, even if you
don’t agree, you know that Jesus was a great
if not the greatest teacher. How did he teach?
He told stories.” Hefty told students several
captivating stories exemplifying this technique.
Students were very receptive of Hefty’s
presentation punctuating the presentations
conclusion with a round of applause.
Students selected between four workshop
opportunities rotating between classrooms.
These were “Interview Preparation” with Amy
Westra, “Agricultural Sales and Marketing”
with Gary DeVries and Mike Richards. “Ag
strategies” with Andy Junkin, and “State Candid
Preparation” with the current state officers.
After rotating between two workshops,
students participated in a game called “Ag
Olympics” which was followed by dinner. A
talent show, dance, and karaoke closed out the
night.
The second day of the PAS conference
allowed students to select from six tour options.
All tours were at local agriculture based
businesses such as Agropur and TransOva
Generics.

Iowa voting results

Juliana Martinez -- Staff Writer

While some states continue to recount votes to
ensure a fair election, Iowa’s races were called
the day after constituents cast their votes.
For the gubernatorial race, fifth generation
Iowan and incumbent Kim Reynolds was
chosen to serve as Iowa’s first elected female
governor. Reynolds filled the position in 2017
when her predecessor Terry Brandstad stepped
down to fill a different position as ambassador,
but this is the first time she was elected to that
office. Reynolds won with 50.4 percent of the
votes; she claimed just 3 percent (about 40,000
votes) more than her opponent, Fred Hubbell.
Iowa Senator Randy Feenstra, a Dordt
professor and alumnus, noted his colleague is
authentic, genuine and charismatic.
“You don’t see that very often with
politicians,” Feenstra. “I think most Iowans can
relate to her…whether they agree with her or
not, that’s different.”
Dr. John Swart, a northwest Iowa businessman
and Orange City resident, noted Reynolds is
pro-business, which is certainly “positive for the
state in general.” He also found the closeness
of the election no surprise, given “urban versus
rural politics.”
The new term for Governor Reynolds and
her running mate, Adam Gregg, will officially
begin on Jan. 11, 2019, following the Iowa
gubernatorial inauguration in Des Moines.
Two of the four U.S. House of Representative
seats were flipped for Iowa, with Steve King
and Dave Loebsack remaining as the winning
incumbents. David Young, the Republican

candidate for Iowa’s third district, was defeated
by Democrat Cindy Axne. There was only a
5,000 vote margin between the two candidates.
Abby Finkenauer defeated Rob Blum, a
Republican who represented the first district
since 2015.
Three out of the four Iowa seats will be held
by Democrats, with Steve King as the lone
Iowan Republican in the U.S. House. King
faced his own tight battle, too: he only won by
3.4 percent of the votes in Iowa’s fourth district.
Iowans do not seem surprised by the tight
race.
“King is not eloquent,” Swart said.
“Schoulten…actually presented himself much
better than King does.”
Although King has been the district’s
representative since 2003, this election was by
far his closest race. According to Feenstra, King
needs to “represent the people… you have to be
out there and talk with them,” and he did not see
King as very engaged or active.
Nationally, the Democratic Party gained
control of the House of Representatives with 32
more seats than the Republicans. Ten elections
are still being weighed.
In the Senate, Republicans maintained control
and even gained a few seats. Republicans will
hold at least 52 seats, and Democrats currently
have control of 46 seats. Arizona’s Senate
election has not yet been called, but is leaning
towards the Democrat nominee at time of
printing.
Of the states that held gubernatorial elections,
23 states elected a Democrat and 26 elected a
Republican.

Continued from page 7
soulful rendition of Demi Lovato’s “Father”
and Ella and Ellie’s captivating performance.
The band that won the biggest audience
approval, though, seemed to be Dordt’s Gopher
Broke with their rock n’ roll performance.
The last Dordt act to take the stage for the night
was senior Ray Badudu singing Coldplay’s
“Fix You.” While he missed his band that had
won the NCDC Finals last year, Black and
Yellow, he also admitted that it was nice to sing
acoustically for a change.

“I decided to do it for sentimental value,”
Badudu said. “I lead worship often, but I don’t
get to perform much. So I thought that this
would be a sweet addition to my senior year of
‘lasts.’”
Overall, the NCDC Semifinals were a success,
with little to no technical difficulties, a variety
of music and a program that lasted less than
three hours. Voting closed Wednesday at
midnight. Be sure to come to the NCDC Finals
at Northwestern on November 17 to find out the
winner for this year’s contest.

(cont.) NCDC semifinals
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